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ABSTRACT
Job satisfaction is a much disputed issue in the field of education, because it affects the
system in many ways and may affect productivity and achievements of an organization. This
descriptive study is aimed to find out the level of teacher educators’ job satisfaction in
relation to their personal demographics such as gender, age, years of experience, level of
education, marital status and location.
The study was conducted by using convenient sampling with the participation of 132
teacher educators of four neighbouring provinces (Balkh, Jawzjan, Samangan and Sarepul) in
the north zone of Afghanistan. The data of the study were collected via five-point Likert scale
questionnaire including six aspects of job satisfaction (job itself, supervision, promotion,
colleagues, salary and work condition).
The data analysis was based on the frequency and percentages of the responses and the
following results are reported:
Most of the teacher educators were satisfied with the job itself and with relation to
colleagues. The least satisfying aspects among them were salary and work condition. The
study also revealed the fact that apart from location there were no significant relations
between job satisfaction aspects and other selected demographics of this study. Location had
a significant relation with two aspects of job satisfaction namely supervision and work
condition. Finally, according to the findings of the present study some recommendations are
added.
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INTRODUCTION
Individual’s education is considered the most difficult task in today’s world. In case teacher
educators are playing the best part of this field; they are believed to be the starting point of
each educational development which has the ability to create changes in an individual or a
group (Castellano & Datnow, 2000).
Every country needs effective and motivated teacher educators as they are an essential
element in educational processes. Teacher educators are responsible to educate the school
teachers of their country according to its own educational strategies and values as well as to
prepare them for better future in this profession. As Sargent and Hannum (2005) stated,
highly effective and motivated teachers are those types of teachers who acquire job
satisfaction. According to Ingersoll (2001) job satisfaction leads the employees to perform
better and be motivated in what they do. Good performance and putting more effort are the
key factors to achieve organizational goals. Vice versa, those employees who are not happy
with their job make less effort and their performance level is not good. Afghanistan as
developing county needs the most to have such teachers and teacher educators. Here, in the
following discussion the researcher has tried to give a clear picture of Afghan Teacher
Training Colleges (TTCs) to the reader.

Teacher Training Colleges in Afghanistan
Islamic republic of Afghanistan is an Asian country with a centralized public educational
system. The Ministry of Education of this country has the authority to administrate education
and enforce the educational laws to lead the country toward development. According to the
National Educational Strategies Plans (NESP 1 & 2) Afghan Ministry of Education is
following five main programs. One of these programs is focusing over Teacher Education.1
Thus, Ministry of Education (MoE) of Afghanistan has established 42 teacher training
colleges (TTCs) around the country to uplift the quality of education and teaching. As well as
to reach the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) and Education for All (Menon, 2008;
Karlsson and Mansory, 2007). These colleges are technically and financially managed by
Teacher Education Department (TED) from Kabul; capital of Afghanistan and this
organization pursuit the following goals:
1- Training of professional and qualified teachers in different levels for the needs of
educational organizations such as kindergartens, primary and secondary schools.
2- Establishment of teacher training colleges (pre-service and in-service two years
programs).
3- Completion of teacher educators’ training process and promote their pedagogical
knowledge capacity through courses, workshops and seminars (Teacher Education
Department, 2006).

1

a) General and Islamic Education, b) Curriculum Development, Teacher Education, Science and Technology
Education, c) Technical and Vocational Educational and Training, d) Literacy and e) Education Management
(Education Infrastructure Development, Education Administrative Development and Strategic Management).
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It is noteworthy that TED supported by various programs from different countries in order to
achieve the above mentioned goals and these programs are funded by world agencies such as
UNESCO, UNICEF, World Bank, SIDA and these programs are held according to the needs
of every province for short-term and long-term (Spink et al., 2004).
Teacher training colleges try to improve the quality of education and teaching over the
country, by providing two types of education. The students who attend colleges directly after
Konkur (entrance exam) with the lowest results will continue their education as pre service
students. Also teacher training colleges provide in-service education for those school teachers
who have started their career as a teacher right after graduation from school. They are
appointed according to the need of MoE in remote areas (Spink et al., 2004). Generally TTCs
have different departments such as Math, Languages, Science, Social Science, Islamic Studies
and Pedagogy. In accordance to Teacher Education Department (TED), the training program
of TTCs is based on semester system, and each semester includes 16 weeks of lessons and
two weeks of final examination.
All teacher educators, responsible to teach full time (8 hours per day) and he or she
must teach four sessions in one day during six days of the week (Teacher Education
Department, 2006). Moreover, Teacher Educators are responsible for doing all the necessary
arrangements of one specific class as an organizer. They have to do all the related tasks such
as checking attendance and preparation of teacher students’ profiles plus dealing with their
problems and arranging final examination results. Teacher educators should also supervise
those students who need help with writing their monographs. According to TED principle,
teacher educators must help the organization when it is needed, because this is a part of their
job (Teacher Education Department, 2006).
Besides the above mentioned points, teacher educators must work on their promotion
projects in order to achieve the higher academic degrees and their benefits. This process
requires writing or translating scientific articles which could be used as a helpful teaching
material. Teacher educators, after spending their first year of their careers are obliged to work
on their promotion projects in order to achieve the following grades (Khoyalai, Khowanyaar,
Khowanmal and Khowandoi).2 Besides getting the degrees, teacher educators benefits from
slightly increasing amount of salary plus being responsible to teach some hours less than
before (Teacher Education Department, 2006).
In TTCs of Afghanistan teacher educators have a fixed amount of salary according to
their qualification. Teacher educators in the first year of their duty by having (24 sessions per
week) they get 8000 Afghani (approximately about 160 USD) per month. The least amount of
salary is 8000 Afghani/140 USD and the highest amount is 18000 Afghani/313 USD.
According to Spink et al. (2004), this amount of money comparing with other professions of
the society is less and it is not enough for necessary expenses. To sum up, teacher educators
got a bonus depending on their qualifications (e.g. those with BA degree get 20 Afghani/0.35
USD per day) and some additional amount of money as food allowance. Furthermore, any
teacher educator who is supposed to teach more hours than (16-22) he or she is paid for that
extra time3 (Teacher Education Department, 2006).
According to the work-law policies in Afghanistan, those employees who wants to
retire (before having forty years of experience in government) or have to be retired (at the age
2

The mentioned terms are the academic ranks that a teacher educator could receive from the ministry of
education and they are in Pashto language (Afghanistan second formal language) they determine the different
scientific level of achievements in a teacher’s career.
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Those with BA degree receive 100 Afghanis per session for the extra work and for MA degree this amount is
120 Afghanis as well as for PhD degree is 150 Afghanis.
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of 65) are paid the same amount of money as the get on their last payment, position or degree
at the end of each year (article, 138, clauses1&3).So, the same rule will be implemented on
TEs also as a government employee.

Problem Area
The essence of education and teaching quality is truly depends over teacher, curriculum and
educational environment (Ministry of Education, 2013). Therefore, to uplift the quality of
education and teaching it is very important to focus on teachers and teacher educators as an
essential element of educational process. Because, they are expected to educate the powerful,
aware and responsible school teachers and these expectations are only lived up when the
Ministry of Education pay attention to the needs of teacher educators as they have a set of
believes needs and experiences which form their job expectations (Boz, 2010) and pave the
way for their professional growth.
Most of studies in the field of education have shown that job satisfaction plays a vital
role in achieving goals; for example, Bogler (2002) mentioned that job satisfaction has
various educational impacts over school (the performance of organization and teaching
quality) and students (behaviour and achievements). Moreover, researchers such as
Oshagbemi (2003), Ingersoll (2001), Sargent and Hunnam (2005), Hongying (2007) and Liu
and Ramsey (2008) have reached to this point in their studies, that job satisfaction is much
disputed subject within the field of education and could affect the system in many ways. So
their results have shown that providing job satisfaction of employees leads to the high quality
of productivity, reduction of absenteeism of employees and their turnovers, beside these
points, job satisfaction causes mental health and affects over individuals’ personal life.
Unfortunately, there is no research conducted over job satisfaction issue generally or
over teacher educators’ job satisfaction specifically in Afghanistan. Moreover, generally
teaching profession is believed to be less attractive job due to many reasons; low salary,
overloaded tasks, lack of opportunities and lack of professional freedom that affects teaching
profession to be at the bottom list of the choices people make for their career (Spink et al.,
2004). Researches over teacher educators’ job satisfaction, leads to understand the entire
characteristics of this profession, as well as the factors of satisfaction and dissatisfaction
among them. In fact, the results contribute to the solving problems of teacher educators and
educational system as well. It could also provide opportunities for policy makers to motivate
and encourage teacher educators to do their best.
Therefore, it is worthy to know how Afghan TEs define teaching profession. What does
the Afghan society think about this profession? Which factors do cause teacher educators to
teach willingly and be committed? Or which factors do compel teacher educators to leave
their profession? So, there is a strong need for knowing the importance about the issue, and
those who are responsible must plan precise strategies to meet the needs of the teacher
educators and improve their productivity. This surely will lead to the improvement of
educational organization.

Aim:
The aim of this research is to find out job satisfaction of teacher educators in relation to their
demographics.

Research Questions:
In the present research the researcher wants to achieve her aims by answering below
questions:
1) To what extent are Afghan teacher educators satisfied with their job?
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2) To what extent is there a relation between job satisfaction and teacher educators’
demographics (gender, age, marital status, educational level, years of experiences and
location) in the TTCs of Afghanistan?

Outline of the Study:
This research contains five chapters: Introduction chapter which includes short explanation
about teacher training collages in Afghanistan, also it focused on the significance of research,
the aim of the research plus research questions. The literature review chapter includes
definition, history, theories of job satisfaction, plus aspects with tools for measuring job
satisfaction, also the related researches in developed and developing countries. The next three
chapters are included the methodology of the research, the findings as well as discussion and
conclusions and finally recommendations for increasing job satisfaction among Afghan
teacher educators are added.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
This literature review deals with the concept and aspects of the job satisfaction, the
measurement of this phenomenon along with the theories of job satisfaction and different
researches based on job satisfaction in both developed and developing countries. As it was
mentioned in previous chapter that job satisfaction has not been researched in Afghanistan the
researcher has tried to cover this issue in detailed way; in order to inspire Afghan researchers
to explore this issue from different perspectives among various professions in their country.

What is Job satisfaction?
Job satisfaction is one of the main concepts in administrative psychology which is researched
from different dimensions (psychology, sociology, management and educational science) by
different researchers around the world at the beginning of twentieth century up to now
(Hongying, 2007). There are different perspectives about definition of job satisfaction but
there is no universal agreement on this issue among researchers, although in general; job
satisfaction is a set of positive feelings and beliefs that an individual has about his current job.
In other words, job satisfaction is the state of being happy and satisfied from what an
employee is doing and the enthusiasm he is showing to follow his profession (Ramayah et al.,
2001). Mathis and Jackson (2003, cited in Hung, 2012) have defined job satisfaction “as a
pleasurable emotional state resulting from the appraisal of one’s job” (p.1437). Job
satisfaction is not a new concept in administrative psychology, because the history of research
on job satisfaction is linked with the Hoppock’s classic study in 1935 (Bolin, 2007). The
study conducted by him, was among employees of a small factory called New Hope located in
Pennsylvania in the USA. Two main questions of this research were: are the employees of
New Hope happy with their job, and does any particular job bring more happiness to
employees. According to Hoppock, Job satisfaction is a complicated and multidenominational concept which is related to psychological, physiological and social factors.
Thus, just one factor does not cause job satisfaction, whereas, it is a specified combination of
various factors that an employee feels satisfied about his profession and enjoys doing it (Scott
et al. 2005).

How do theories define Job Satisfaction?
Some theories of job satisfaction attempt to define these two terms motivation and satisfaction
as an equivalent of each other. But, in fact these two phenomena are different to some extent.
As motivation is the factor which drives and leads the employee to perform better and feel
energetic in what he is doing. While, satisfaction comes only after the job gets done.
However, there are several theories of motivation which also contribute to the explanation of
job satisfaction (Hersey & Blanchard, 1988 cited in Tan & Waheed, 2011).
As Calder (2000 cited in Luddy, 2005) stated, job satisfaction theories are categorized
in two groups, namely content theories and process theories. Content theories such as
Hierarchy needs theory, Need achievement theory, Motivation-hygiene factor theory and
ERG theory (Existence, Relatedness and Growth needs) all describes the motivated
behaviours as well as whatever an individual feels about himself and the environment, while
process theories such as Expectancy theory, Equity theory, Goal theory and Discrepancy
theory are all about how does individual motivate, how does he continue toward his
motivation and how does the motivation end? To make long story short, in this paper the main
focus is on two old and well-known theories; Maslow’s hierarchy needs theory and
Herzberg’s motivation-hygiene theory as have been discussed below just to shed light on job
satisfaction concept and factors.
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Hierarchy needs theory
Hierarchy needs theory is one of the oldest theories of job satisfaction. The theorizer of this
theory (Abraham Maslow) noticed that as human beings everyone has many needs (Fisher,
2009). So according to this assumption in 1943 he has classified human needs into five broad
categories and the classification is as below:
a) Physiological needs- are included the basic needs of human being such as food, water,
air and housing. Whenever the job provides employee’s physiological needs that is
when the employee gets job satisfaction. Moreover, his performance gets better and
better.
b) Security and safety needs- are the second type of needs that involved protection from
emotional and physical risks. Security and safety needs have also impact strongly over
employee’s performance because he is assured about his job and does not worry about
losing it.
c) Social and belonging needs- are at the third level of Maslow’s pyramid. This needs
involved with social communication and relationship with others such as colleagues
and supervisors in workplace. According to psychological researches social and
belonging could be effective in performance of an employee.
d) Self-esteem- according to Maslow this needs comes at the forth category and it deals
with self-respect and the need for recognition and gaining respect from others. In this
stage the employees who have the positive image about themselves and think they are
worthy can achieve the highest ranks and perform for better than those who
underestimate themselves.
e) Self-actualization- is the fifth and the last level of Maslow’s hierarchy needs. This
level is achieved only when the other needs of an individual have been ensured. Selfactualization is the desire to accomplish success and growth. The satisfaction of selfactualization is achieved by providing chances of promotion, freedom of choice and
preforming risky tasks in workplace and being optimist about his potentials.
Although, hierarchy needs theory is one of the well-known theories of human psychology, but
according to Robbins et al. (2003) there has been some limitations; as this theory is believed
to ignore individual differences and the effects of culture and environment. Gawel (1997) is
also criticized the theory for the issues of self-esteem and self-actualization; because,
according to him self-esteem should not come after self-actualization.
Motivation-Hygiene Theory
Motivation-Hygiene Theory is another theory, which is also called two-factor theory, was
developed in the late 1950s by Frederick Herzberg (Bolin, 2007) This theory emerged right
after the research study project on job attitudes which was done by Herzberg, Mausner and
Snyderman in 1959s. This research conducted over 203 participants who were accountants
and engineers of nine different companies in Pittsburgh area, USA. According to their aim of
study, the workers were asked whether they are feeling good or bad about their jobs. Their
responses were also different from the good and bad conditions. Herzberg stated in his theory
that some features of a job are related to job satisfaction (motivators or intrinsic factors)
while, others are related to job dissatisfaction (hygiene or extrinsic factors). The main point
that Herzberg noticed in his theory was that job satisfaction and job dissatisfaction are not
opposites. He addressed that the opposite of satisfaction is no satisfaction and the opposite of
dissatisfaction is no dissatisfaction (Ogunlana & Ruthankoon, 2003).Thus, Herzberg
explained these two concepts apart from each other. He featured “satisfaction as vision and
dissatisfaction as hearing” (Noell, 1976 p.7) and according to him the stimulant of vision is
light and if the intensity of light varies, it will not have effect on individual’s hearing. The
6

same explanation goes for audition as the sound is a stimulant for hearing and it will make no
difference whether it goes high or low over vision (Noell, 1976).
Satisfaction
no satisfaction
Dissatisfaction
no dissatisfaction
Moreover, the core of this theory was to classify two groups of factors (motivationhygiene factors) that the first one result is into increasing job satisfaction but the second one
result is into decreasing job dissatisfaction. Motivation factors such as achievement,
recognition, the job itself, responsibility, promotion and growth are those factors which stand
above and beyond hygiene factors. These factors provide more productivity and inspiration to
workers for achieving organization goals. However, hygiene factors are those basic things that
people consider important for every kind of job like salary, bonus, work environment,
supervision, social relations, policies and strategies. According to Herzberg, these factors are
not motivators, but when they do not exist, they could hurt the moral of workers as well as
this kind of work atmosphere will lead to low productivity. For example, health insurance
won’t motivate workers to be more productive, although if it is not accessible it could cause
workers to apply for jobs with better work conditions (Ogunlana & Ruthankoon, 2003). To
sum up, like any other theory, Herzberg’s two-factor theory has been criticized many times;
as Gawel (1997) in his research has tried to find that whether the motivation and hygiene
factors of Herzberg theory are same for teachers as other business employees? So he reached
to conclusion that salary is a strong motivator for teachers and this could be give as a reason
why qualified teachers change their profession in order to get high paid jobs. Although, this
theory maintained its credibility over passing years; and Cheng (2007); found it can be
applied in today’s advanced education environment, design and construction industries.
While comparing Maslow's hierarchy needs theory and Herzberg's motivation-hygiene
theory, there are some similarities to some extent. As both theories emphasized on human
beings relationships. Moreover, the primary needs which were specified in the first level of
Maslow's pyramid in fact were the same hygiene factors in Herzberg's theory. As well as, the
fourth and fifth levels of Maslow's pyramid (self-esteem, self-actualization) were the same as
Herzberg's motivational factors. Therefore, these two theories are summarized by the below
table:
Table 1: Comparison of two job satisfaction theories
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In summary, these two theories (Maslow’s hierarchy needs and Herzberg’s two-hygiene
factor theory) which discuss over content of job satisfaction focused on the individuals’ need
and the factors of job satisfaction. These two theories refused assumption of motivating
employees with money and the reason behind this refusal is believed to be lack of
understanding of human beings characteristics. According to Maslow’s hierarchy needs
theory and Herzberg’s motivation-hygiene theory; individuals are motivated whether by
intrinsic factors (enjoying from doing the job, comforting with challenges and progress) or
extrinsic factors (salary, privileges and relationship with others in working environment.

What are the aspects of Job Satisfaction?
While talking about job satisfaction, as a concept which consists of various dimensions, this
has to be cleared which dimension of the job dose make the employee to have job satisfaction.
One of the most important classifications of job satisfaction aspects has been done by Smith,
Kendall and Hulin in 1969. According to this classification the aspects of job satisfaction are
job itself, supervision, promotion, relation with colleagues and salary (Scott et al. 2005). The
above mentioned aspects are defined as follow:
Job itself- is the level of difficultly or simplicity of the job, as well as, whether the job
itself is tiresome or interesting to the employee. Does the society view the job significant or
not and does the employee have the autonomy in what he does. So finally job itself involved
all the aspects of the job, the chances and responsibilities.
Supervision- is about the capabilities of the supervisor in order to show his or her
interest toward his/her subordinates needs and also supports them.
Promotion- is the situation that an employee can access to the opportunities for
professional advancement and growth.
Colleagues- refer to that state where an employee shares the level of friendship, support
and qualification with the other members of an organization.
Salary- is the amount of money, which is paid to the employee according to his/her
efforts that he or she is doing, as well as the equity of income determined for a particular job.
Another aspect which is also considered important is work condition (Weiss et al.,1967)
which is defined as below:
Working condition- this state includes factors such as physical aspects of the job (e.g.
building, water and electricity), appropriate or inappropriate facilities, or the amount of work
done by employee (e.g. working hours).

How to Measure Job Satisfaction?
Job satisfaction is a kind of concept in psychology that is difficult to measure. Thus,
researchers have applied numerous tools in order to find out job satisfaction among various
organization employees and they have found different results. Interview and questionnaire are
those kinds of tools which were used to measure job satisfaction phenomenon in the majority
of studies (Skaalvik & Skaalvik, 2009).
Here is a brief description on three well-known questionnaires of job satisfaction: Minnesota
Satisfaction Questionnaire (MSQ), Job Descriptive Index (JDI) and Job Satisfaction Survey
(JSS).


Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire (MSQ) has been developed by Weiss et al.
(1967) which is in five-point Likert format (1=being very dissatisfied/ 5= being
very satisfied) and it cover twenty aspects of job such as ability utilization;
achievement; advancement; authority; company policies and compensation; coworkers; creativity; independence; recognition; responsibility; security;
supervision-human relations; working conditions …etc. In long (100 items) and
short form (20 items).
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The second one is Job Descriptive Index (JDI) which is developed by Smith,
Kendall and Hulin in 1969. It contains five aspects of job (work itself, coworker, pay, supervision and promotion). The respondents answer to the
questions by using “yes”, “uncertain” and “No”.
Job Satisfaction Survey (JSS) is developed by Spector in 1985. It has included
thirty six items and has been designed in six-point Likert format (1=disagree
very much/ 6= agree very much) with nine facets such as( pay; promotion;
supervision; benefits; rewards; operating conditions; co-workers; work itself;
and communication (Spector, 1985).

What have Studies Revealed about Teachers’ Job Satisfaction?
Many researches have been done about job satisfaction issue, from 65 years up to now. The
studies conducted mostly in developed countries such as United Kingdom, Canada and United
States of America (Koustelios, 2001). The present literature review has tried to cover some
studies from both developed and developing countries.
Developed Countries:
It has been tried to review some studies of pioneer countries (United State of America and
United Kingdom) and Greece about job satisfaction concept for better explanation of the
subject matter.
United Kingdom- In recent years, there has been a large amount of researches about
job satisfaction in the UK. The researchers concluded that teachers in the UK are not satisfied
with their jobs. According to Carvel (2000 cited in Crossman and Harris 2006) more than
20,000 teachers would leave their job if there will be another alternative. However, Scott et al.
(1999) have reached to the conclusion that intrinsic factors such as student learning and
achievements, professional development, the status and image of teaching effect job
satisfaction levels among United Kingdom teachers.
Another research on the issue was done by Oshagbemi (2003) among UK university
members and the data collected from large sample via Job Descriptive Index (JDI).
According to him the university teachers of United Kingdom are mainly satisfied with the
relation they share with their colleagues and job itself. Moreover they were less satisfied with
their supervision. The dissatisfaction factors among UK teachers were salary and promotion.
The findings from the Oshagbemi research, was that length of service had negative correlation
with job satisfaction. The justification behind this point according to him was the demand and
expectation of bureaucracy and workload usually asked from them. While his earlier study in
2000 revealed that generally teaching in one institution for a long period of time increases the
level of job satisfaction rather than teaching for short time from one institution to the other.
As well as, according to him, no statistically significant correlation is found between age and
gender with job satisfaction among United Kingdom teachers.
Millar and Travers (2005) researched about job stress, mental well-being and job
satisfaction among minority ethnic teachers; They confirmed on their literature review, that
teaching was considered one of the most stressful jobs in the United Kingdom and the main
reasons behind dissatisfaction of teachers were stress, work pressure and students
misbehaviour., Crossman and Harries (2006) conducted another study on teachers’ job
satisfaction and they found that teachers are not satisfied with their job. They tried to find out
the level of job satisfaction among teachers of five different types of schools (Foundation,
Community, Roman Catholic, Church of England and privately managed school) and also
seeking relationship between job satisfaction and teacher demographics such as age, gender
and length of service. The 395 respondents were asked to fill the JSS Spector 1997
questionnaire. The result of the survey indicated considerable difference in job satisfaction
9

according to type of schools. Therefore, teachers in privately managed schools were more
satisfied than those who work in foundation schools. Although, no statistically significant
relation found between job satisfaction and personal demographics such as age, gender and
length of service; however, they stated that the scores of teachers’ job satisfaction were
different according to their age. As they are very satisfied about their job at the very first
stage of their career (22-30), but this satisfaction decreases between ages of (31-40) then the
level of satisfaction again rises between ages of (41-50) and the level of satisfaction slightly
comes down by the ages of (50+). Although there were no reasons given on these changing
levels, but both Crossman and Harries think that impact of life events could decrease the job
satisfaction level among two categories with low job satisfaction. Another difference on job
satisfaction is related to the gender, thus according to them female teachers were slightly less
satisfied than their male colleagues. Although, they claimed that the reason behind this
finding could be justified in small number of male respondents (n = 85) than their female
counterparts (n = 148) in the research.
United States- According to the survey by US Department of Education (1997) 40
percent’s of American teachers were not satisfied with their job at all. They were complaining
about workload, lack of resources and the way their work was evaluated. However, leadership
and administrative support, good behaviours of students plus the atmosphere of school and
professional autonomy were counted as the great points in higher levels of satisfaction among
American teachers. Moreover, the study found that, workplace has greatly influenced the job
satisfaction level of teachers whether in private or public schools. The above study has also
revealed that there were no strong relation between salary and benefit with job satisfaction of
United States teachers. Another study in USA which is conducted by Leary and Nestor (2000)
attempted to find out the relationship of job satisfaction with demographic characteristics
namely age, gender and years of experience among 190 members of West Virginia University
via six-point Likert type questionnaire by applying regression, analysis of variances,
frequency distributions and descriptive analyses. Based on their studies the younger teachers
were not as satisfied as their old counterparts. Additionally, there were no relation found
between job satisfaction and gender. According to the years of experience, Leary and Nestor
(2000) found that there are increasingly amounts of job satisfaction in those who have taught
for many years.
A large sample study conducted by researchers Liu and Ramesy (2008). This study has
collected data from schools and staffing survey from 1999-2000 and it was based on follow
up process. The related questionnaire in five-point Likert scale contained questions from
seven different aspects of job satisfaction (school administration, student interaction,
professional development, safety, work condition, resources and compensation). The results
of this study showed that the teachers were most satisfied with the safety aspect and least
satisfied with their work conditions, although male teachers were slightly happier about the
safety issue and work conditions than their female colleagues. While about students’
interaction female teachers were slightly more satisfied. To sum up, research revealed that
satisfaction from six aspects of job apart from work condition increases along with years of
experience, because teachers claimed that they do not have sufficient time for planning and
preparation also they must teach large size classes and even have to teach out of their specific
field due to staff shortage.
Greece- A study by Koustelios (2001) tried to explore the level of job satisfaction
among a sample of Greek teachers. The study aimed to identify the relationship between
personal demographics and job satisfaction aspects. The data of this research was collected
through 720 questionnaires in 40 state schools in Greece. The findings from study indicated
that personal demographics such as age, gender, experience and marital status may affect the
job satisfaction. Moreover, the findings suggested that Greek teachers have satisfaction over
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two main factors namely job itself and supervision. However, promotion and salary were
those points which they were dissatisfied about. The results of study show that gender is an
important predictor in working conditions. Therefore, women were more satisfied with their
working conditions than men. Also, the researcher found that years of experience are another
essential predictor of satisfaction with promotion and supervision among Greek teachers.
Finally, Koustilous in his study has found that there were no significant relation between job
satisfaction and marital status among respondents of study.
Developing Countries:
In this section, job satisfaction is reviewed among some developing countries, due to
similarities between Afghanistan and these countries regarding to the culture and religious
(Pakistan and Malaysia) and educational system (Cyprus).
Pakistan- a gender based study among Pakistani teachers of Lahore district conducted
by Akhtar and Iqbal (2012). The research was aimed to find out the level of job satisfaction
among secondary school teachers. It was applied over 322 teachers from 60 schools. The data
collected via Job Satisfaction Scale for Teacher (JSST) in six facets namely salary, job itself,
promotion, colleagues, work conditions and supervision. After application of one way
ANOVA and t-test the following major findings were obtained: The female teachers were
more satisfied with the nature of their job and supervision. There were not any relation
between age and years of experience with job satisfaction among Pakistani teachers. The
researchers have clarified that there is no increase and decrease of job satisfaction while
teachers are getting older. As well as, work location had no effect over job satisfaction. So
there is no difference on job satisfaction between teachers of rural areas and those who teach
in central parts of the city.
Cyprus- A number of studies have done by Zembylas and Papanastasiou about different
features of teachers’ job satisfaction in Cyprus; a country with centralized educational system
in Eastern Mediterranean. Their first research (2004) was based on pre-existed questionnaire
(The International Teacher 2000 Project) ¹ from 449 teacher and administrators from five
districts of Cyprus. Interestingly, they found that the Cyprus teachers were motivated by
extrinsic motives such as salary, the hours and holidays; unlike teachers of developed
countries such as USA, the UK, Australia and New Zealand. However, the second phase of
this research (2006) aimed to describe sources of satisfaction and dissatisfaction among
Cyprus teachers and data was collected via semi-structured in-depth interview from 52
respondents. According to this research the main sources of satisfaction among Cyprus
teachers were the administrators’ contribution to the growth of the students, serving the
society, sharing good relation with colleagues as well as achieving personal growth. However,
the dissatisfaction sources were social problems such as immigration of workers, rising of
unemployment, students’ lack of discipline and interest. Another element of dissatisfaction
among Cyprus teachers was lack of professional autonomy because of the centralization of
the educational system, promotion and evaluation.
Another research by Menon and her colleagues Zembylas and Papanastasiou (2008)
aimed to examine the relationship of organizational and teacher variables to job satisfaction
among Cyprus teachers. They applied (The International Teacher 2000 Project) in their
research for collecting data. After the application of logistic regression, these important points
were found that the satisfaction level of female teachers was less than male teachers and both
male and female teachers satisfied with the atmosphere of their work place. Teachers were
satisfied with their degrees and goals they achieved for their professional growth. In addition
weak relations of salary and job satisfaction among Cypriot teachers had been noticed.
Malaysia- From the research conducted by Abdullah and his co-workers (2009) among
200 secondary school teachers in Sabah; regarding gender, service category, job title, tenure
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and place of origin and the effects of job aspects over the level of teacher job satisfaction and
how these aspects are connected with individuals demographics; the data was collected via
questionnaire in six different aspects (salary, work condition, colleagues, promotion, job itself
and supervision). The data analysed via SPSS and after applying F-test along with Pearson
Correlation; the below findings were discovered: The research has shown that the majority of
participants were generally satisfied from their job. Considering individual demographics
(gender, age and years of experience) male teachers were more satisfied than their female
colleagues. Also senior teachers were more satisfied than their younger co-workers. Indeed,
the teachers with more than 21 years of experience were happier than those who started their
job recently. According to F-test result there were no significant difference between teachers’
job satisfaction and place of origin. Within this research, Abdullah and his colleagues have
found that Malaysian teachers are not satisfied with the salary and work condition; on the
contrast they were happy from other aspects of their job. The correlation results revealed a
positive relation between teachers’ job satisfaction with co-workers, supervision and job
itself.

Brief Summary
As a whole, considering all the researches done over job satisfaction it seems that the
factors which affected job satisfaction could be in organizational level or individual level.
Prominent factors in organizational levels were job itself, supervision, students’ behaviour,
professional autonomy, relation with colleagues, promotion, salary, work condition and work
place and in this level, teachers of both developed and developing countries were mostly
satisfied with job itself, supervision and relation with colleagues. The findings of the above
studies about salary were rather opposite in some countries. As in USA and Pakistan a weak
relation found between job satisfaction and salary, but in UK and Greece teachers were
dissatisfied with their salary. Interestingly, teachers were less satisfied with work condition
aspect in both developed and developing countries.
Although, several personal demographics related to job satisfaction were studied, but
most of the researches focused over gender, age and length of service. There were opposite
findings regarding gender factor, as it was found that gender had no relation with job
satisfaction in developed countries while, in developing countries female teachers were less
satisfied than their male colleagues. However, in some studies gender was found to be an
important predictor in some aspect of job satisfaction. Besides gender, the two other variables
which are mostly studied with job satisfaction were age and years of experience. The results
about these two independent variables regarding job satisfaction were conversely in both
developed and developing countries. As in some researches no relation were found between
age and years of experiences related job satisfaction. While, in some other studies a positive
relation between them were addressed.
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METHODS
Method and Design
This research is done in a quantitative form and via self-completion questionnaire has tried to
find out the level of teacher educators’ job satisfaction in four Afghan teacher training
colleges in relation to their demographics. The sampling technique of this study was
convenience sampling. According to Cohen et al. (2010) when the researcher is targeting a
specific group of people or two schools or a particular group of teachers, this type of sampling
used is called convenience or opportunity sampling. This method allows the researcher to
choose the closest answer from the accessible respondents. The reason behind the chosen
method is because this method helps the researcher to obtain information from the
respondents of four TTCs of different provinces of Afghanistan easily and in time.The
researcher has followed the following methodology in order to achieve her aims.

Respondents and location
The respondents of this research were those teacher educators who are teaching in four
teacher training colleges (Balkh, Jawzjan, Samangan and Sar-e-pul) in north zone of
Afghanistan. Out of these four, the first two TTCs were located in the city and the last two
were situated in remote areas. They are chosen for two main reasons; the first was for security
issue because these parts are to some extent more secure and safe for research than other
areas. And the second reason was based on the fact that the researcher could easily get to the
respondents. Based on the small population of teacher educators (N=132) in the above
mentioned TTCs, all teacher educators selected as sample by applying convenience sampling
approach. The comprised teacher educators in this study were both male and female (59 male
and 41 female), the age of respondents were range from 22 to 62 years, and their working
experience years were from 1 to 40 years. As well as, the majority of the respondents (72)
were married and the rest (28) were single. Moreover, in education level, no one had PhD,
and just 6 respondents had MA degree and others were by BA degree. According to place 65
respondents were from cites and 35 of others were from remote areas.

Instrumentation
The format of the questionnaire of this research was chosen from three well-known
questionnaires of job satisfaction namely Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire (MSQ), Job
Descriptive Index (JDI) and Job Satisfaction Survey (JSS) with some change made by the
researcher herself which is designed and aimed to measure job satisfaction level from six
aspects of job such as job itself, supervision, promotion, colleagues, salary and work
condition (see Annexes 6, 7 and 8),. The questionnaire of the present research is divided in
two sections and it has been attached by one cover letter. The cover letter which included the
aim of research along with some necessary information about filling the questionnaire and it
was also mentioned that the information will be confidential and your personal information
will never be shared with others. The first section of questionnaire was about six personal
demographics namely gender, age, educational level, marital status, years of experiences and
location. The second section contained fifty two statements in six aspects of job and each
aspect included different number of statements as the following: job itself (13), supervision
(8), promotion (9), colleagues (7), salary (5) and work condition (10). This section responding
to 52 statements was ask to be filled by five-point Likert scale (strongly disagree, disagree,
neither agree nor disagree, agree and strongly agree) because, this format allows the
respondent to tick the answer according to his/ her opinion and in this way the researcher gets
the precise information easily (Cohen et al., 2010).
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Strategy and Procedure
The procedure of making this questionnaire was designing of it and after piloting that among
six participants of same characteristics; the result of it was just changing the 6th statement
“society is approved of my job.” in to another form “In my society, teaching is a valued and
respectable profession.” Then the questionnaire was approved by supervisor. After approval,
the questionnaire translated in Dari and during the September 2013 the Dari version of the
questionnaire was personally distributed among 132 teacher educators of four TTCs north
zone of Afghanistan.
The process of collecting data took 12 days from September 18 up to 29 in 2013. The
106 questionnaire were returned by the respondents and six were ignored for being
incomplete and the rest (100) clean questionnaires were analysed in current study by using
statistical techniques such as frequency and percentage to describe teacher attitude toward
teaching profession and their satisfaction factors. The analysis took place in the basis of
coding in such a way that the options of each statement was numbered from 1 to 5(e.g.1=
strongly disagree, 2= disagree, 3= neither agree nor disagree, 4= agree, 5= strongly agree).
Also different variables of teacher educators’ demographics were categorized in ranges, for
instance, young teacher educators was fallen in the range 22-35 years. The analysis of the data
was based on the received percentage of the statements and the findings were described in the
form of cross-tabulation and it illustrated by tables and line graphs.
It is noteworthy that, the incomplete sections in six questionnaires which ignored from
analysis were supervision and promotion which were not responded by the participants, but
the rest (100) questionnaires all completely marked by the respondents it could be, due to
simplicity design of questionnaire.

Limitation
Every researcher possibly faces some limitations and the researcher also faced some
limitations while doing this study as the following:
Research is a new phenomenon in Afghanistan that is why still people are not willing to
cooperate with the researcher. The first limitation was the difficulty to access the national
data, thus the researcher had to consume a considerable amount of time to access the related
data in each department of Teacher Education Department in Kabul (TED).
The second limitation was the lack of interest in respondents to fill the questionnaire
due to their tiredness during work day. So to remove this obstacle the researcher pre-planned
her questionnaire in a way to be quickly filled (15-20 minutes).
The third limitation that the researcher confronted was allocating one whole week for
the filling of the questionnaire to the respondents of Balkh TTC; before going to three other
provinces for gathering the data. The long drawn-out process of filling caused the respondents
to forget the questionnaire. Therefore, the researcher was forced to distribute the
questionnaires again and submit them in the same day. Of course, it affected the study cause
of the belated data collecting also analysing process.
The forth limitation of the study was using questionnaire as the only tool for measuring
level of teacher educators’ job satisfaction, because the questionnaire included several aspects
of job satisfaction, so the researcher was not able to focus on one specific aspect or the facts
beyond the responses. As well as, during data analysis it was found that the questions in
negative form did not make any difference in the result, as each sections included questions in
both positive and negative forms, while the same Likert scale has been used for both in the
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questionnaire. On the other hand, the negative questions required the opposite order of the
Likert scale for conclusion. Therefore, the researcher excluded them from the analysis.4
Moreover, the other limitation of this study was the issue that the findings of the present
study are not generalized to all TTCs of Afghanistan. Although, the Afghanistan educational
system is centralized and to some extent the circumstances are the same in all TTCs over the
country, but considering individuals’ needs and differences the present results cannot be
generalized for other teacher educators around the country. Furthermore, because of applying
convenient sampling; as Cohen et al. (2010) stated “the parameters of generalizability in this
type of sample are negligible” (p.114).

Ethical Standards
All research ethics at all stages throughout the course of this research has been carefully
adhered. In literature review maintaining the integrity of theories and the previous researches
findings has been referred to their sources. Also in the process of making the questionnaire all
possible efforts has been attempted to avoid questions from colliding to any of the
participant’s personality. For example: In this research mentioning names has been
completely avoided. In addition, while continuously striving to collect information from the
participants all efforts has been humane, respectful and preserving the character of the
participants.

4

It is noteworthy to mention that ,besides some negative statements in each aspect such as job itself( 2, 4, 5, 10,
12), supervision (17, 19), promotion (24, 26, 29,30), colleagues (32, 34, 36) and work condition (45, 50) some
other statements (7, 11, 20, 25, 37, 44 and 48) were also excluded from the analysis process due to not being
related with the issue and somehow repatriation of other items.
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FINDINGS
The findings of this research is presented under two major headings, level of job satisfaction
in different aspects which was pointed out in questionnaire and relation of personal
demographics with job satisfaction. Results of the study were illustrated in the form of tables
and bar graphs.
Table 1 showed the profile of the respondents in terms of gender, age, marital status,
education background, years of experience as well as work location.
Table 2: Respondents’ personal demographics
Variables

Frequency

Gender:
Male
Female

59
41

22-35
36-55
56≤

74
22
4

Age Categories :

Marital status:
Single
Married
Educational Background :
BA Degree
MA Degree
PHD Degree
Years of Experience :
1-10 years
11-20 years
21-30 years
31≤
Work Location:
Cities:
Remote areas:

28
72
96
4
0
72
18
6
4
65
35

In the present research out of whole (100) respondents over half (59%) of them were
male TEs and the rest (41%) were female TEs. In terms of age, most of the respondents were
in young aged (74%), the rest (22%) were middle aged and only (4%) respondents were old.
Furthermore, the majority (72%) of the respondents were married and the others (28%) were
single.
According to the educational level most of the respondents (96%) had BA degree and
only (4%) of them had MA degree. In terms of years of experience, most of the respondents
were between 1-10 years (72%), followed by 11-20 years (18%), 21-30 years (6%) and 31≤
(4%). Regarding to work location, 65% of respondents were from the cities and the rest 35%
were from remote areas.
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Level of Job Satisfaction in Different Aspects
The level of job satisfaction in each aspect is measured based on the utmost responses in
specific category. Each aspect contained a set of sentences, therefore by adding the
percentage of all answers, the researcher reached the below figures (Table 2).
Table 2 show that from six different aspects of job satisfaction (job itself, supervision,
promotion, colleagues, salary and work condition) the most satisfying aspects of Afghan TEs
relatively were job itself and relation with colleagues, although salary and work condition
were the least satisfying aspects among them. As well as, the findings revealed that to some
extent teacher educators were satisfied from supervision and chances of promotion aspects, as
it will be discussed with more detail later.
Table 3: Level of job satisfaction from different aspects
Satisfaction from different aspects of job
Level of
satisfaction from
all aspects of job

Job
Itself

Supervision

Promotion

Colleagues

Salary

Work condition

Dissatisfied

6%

22%

21%

7%

32%

29%

Intermediate

6%

16%

15%

13%

17%

13%

Satisfied

88%

62%

64%

80%

51%

58%

Total

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Job itself:
As it mentioned in method chapter that the questionnaire of this study was designed on fivepoint Likert scale approach with five-degree range (strongly disagree, disagree, neither agree
nor disagree, agree, strongly agree) now, it is noteworthy that since the extent of strongly
agree and strongly disagree answers were less compatible to agree and disagree options
therefore, while analyzing data the researcher compressed the data for making it easy to
understand for readers.
That is how the first and second options are named disagreeing and the fourth and fifth
options addressed as agree. Also the third option (neither agrees nor disagrees) was accepted
as an undecided option. While, discussing about tables; the researcher brought both male and
female TEs responses in undecided options under one column, because she believed that the
responses to this option (neither agree nor disagree) were not made any difference in the
whole results.
Table 4: Level of satisfaction from job itself
Statements related to
satisfaction from Job
itself

I enjoy doing my job.
Sometimes I get bored doing
my job.
In my society, teaching is a
valued and expectable
profession.

Disagree

Undecided
Male &
Female
TEs

Agree
Male
TEs

#

#

%

#

%

%

Male
TEs

Female
TEs

#

%

#

%

%

0

0

0

0

0

3

3

59

100

38

93

97

36

61

25

61

61

16

16

12

20

11

27

23

12

20

8

20

20

5

5

44

75

31

76

75

Total

%

Female
TEs

Total

17

I find my job a secure future.
I really think my job is
significant and useful.
I am teaching in my own field
of study.
My job gives me the freedom
to do the things the way I like.

0

0

3

7

3

8

8

55

93

34

83

89

0

0

1

2

1

4

4

56

95

39

95

95

20

34

17

41

37

9

9

34

58

20

49

54

3

5

2

2

5

12

12

49

83

34

83

83

Results of satisfaction from job itself (Table 3) indicates that 100% of male TEs and
93% of female TEs answered either agreed or strongly agreed with the statement “I enjoy
doing my job.” also no difference found in percentages of agreement (83%) on both male and
female TEs in response to the “My job gives me the freedom to do the things the way I like.”
As well as the level of agreement regarding to the statements “In my society, teaching is a
valued and respectable profession.”, “I really think my job is significant and useful.” reach
from 75%-95% for both male and female TEs; that mean most of them loved their job and
they are confident about their position on society.
Findings (see above Table) also show that TEs in spite of being fairly satisfied from job
itself, only 23% of them confessed that sometimes they feel tired doing their job and almost
two-thirds of respondents expressed their disagreement with the issue.
Future security is another factor which causes employees’ satisfaction from job. The
research findings indicate that male and female TEs were fairly satisfied with their job
security, thus in response to the statement “I find my job a secure future.” 95% of male TEs
and 83% female TEs were agreed or strongly agreed with. Regarding to the field of study,
result revealed that about 37% of TEs are disagree with the statement “I am teaching in my
own field of study.”
Supervision:
The present study indicates that male TEs are slightly more satisfied from supervision aspect
than their female counterparts (see Figure 1).
Table 5: Level of satisfaction from supervision
Disagree
Statements related to
Female
Male TEs
TEs
satisfaction from
Supervision
#

%

#

%

Undecided
Total

%

Male &
Female TEs

Agree
Male
TEs

Female
TEs

Total

#

%

#

%

#

%

%

My supervisor is tactful and apt
person.

8

14

13

32

21

20

20

36

61

23

56

59

My supervisor treats everyone
fairly.

12

20

15

37

27

18

18

37

63

18

44

55

My supervisor is kind and
supportive.

3

5

8

20

25

15

15

51

86

23

56

74

My supervisor makes me aware
from the results of my job.

11

19

9

22

20

12

12

41

69

27

66

68

The above table show that 21% of both male and female TEs believed that their supervisors
not skilled and apt enough, however 59% believe that their supervisors are tactful as well as
about 20% were impartial. Furthermore, results indicate that male TEs were agreed (86%)
with their supervisors’ supportive behaviour and fair treat (63%) than their female
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counterparts. To sum up, the Table 4 also show that almost two-thirds (68%) of respondents
were agreed or strongly agreed that they get feedback from their supervisors.
Promotion:
Findings on promotion aspect (Table 5) indicate that 81% of the respondents believe that
there are chances of progress as a teacher educator in four studied TTCs, while only 7% of
them are disagree with the point.50% of both male and female TEs think that they get their
chances of promotion based on their skills and qualifications, however 34% believe that this
is not true and only 16% of the respondents do not comment over this issue.
Table 6: Level of satisfaction from promotion
Disagree
Statements related to
satisfaction from Promotion

Male
TEs

Female
TEs

Undecided
To
tal

Male &
Female TEs

Agree
Male
TEs

Female
TEs

Total

#

%

#

%

%

#

%

#

%

#

%

%

My job provides me chances for
promotion.

5

8

2

5

7

12

12

47

80

34

83

81

In my organization, the
opportunities for promotion are fair
for all employees.

12

20

11

27

23

16

36

61

25

61

61

In my organization, the promotion
is based on abilities.

23

39

11

27

34

16

27

46

23

56

50

16
16

Relationship with Colleagues:
Positive social climate and social support promote not only teachers’ satisfaction but also
motivate them to work well; findings of this study revealed that the second most satisfying
aspect of job satisfaction among Afghan TEs were relation with colleagues (see Table 2).
Table 7: Level of satisfaction from relation with colleagues
Disagree
Undecided
Statements related to Male
Female
Male &
Total
satisfaction from
TEs
TEs
Female TEs
colleagues
My colleagues are
friendly.
My colleagues are
persuasive; they always
pursued me to my best.
I have always been
supported by my
colleagues.

Agree
Male
TEs

Female TEs

Total

#

%

#

%

%

#

%

#

%

#

%

%

1

2

1

2

2

7

7

55

93

36

88

91

4

7

4

10

8

13

13

51

86

28

68

79

6

10

5

12

11

18

18

44

75

27

66

71

Table 6 indicates that almost all TEs (91%) have reacted the same on statement “My
colleagues are friendly.” as they believed that their colleagues are sociable and only (2%) of
them are disagree with the above item. but in case of encouragement and support from
colleagues, male TEs addressed that their colleagues are more incentive and helpful, whereas
the responses of female TEs did not much verify this point.
Salary and Bonus:
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Results (Table 7)show that only half of the respondents (50%) were satisfied with the amount
they receive as a salary. 43% of the respondents were agree with their payment for extra
work, although almost one-thirds (27%) of them were disagree and the rest (30%) were
neither agree nor disagree.
Table 8: Level of satisfaction from salary and bonus
Statements related to
satisfaction from
salary’s
I am satisfied with my income.
My income is adequate for
normal expenses.
The payment for extra work is
adequate and it is paid in my
organization.
In my organization, employees
are given rewards for their
good works.
In my job, an appropriate
pension is paid.

Disagree
Female
TEs

Male
TEs

Total

Undecided
Male &
Female TEs

#
23

%
39

#
15

%
37

%

#

38

11

22

37

16

39

38

17

29

10

24

24

41

20

6

10

7

Agree
Female
TEs

Male
TEs

%

Total

%
51

#
21

%
51

%

11

#
30

6

6

33

56

23

56

55

27

30

30

21

36

22

54

43

49

44

25

25

19

32

12

29

31

17

13

13

13

47

80

27

66

74

51

According to given rewards for good work, 44% of TEs were disagreed or strongly disagreed
with the issue. In other word they stated that they did not get any reward for their good jobs
and only 31 % of both gender accept that they get paid for their good work. Generally, about
two-thirds of TEs were agree that the pension which is going to be paid is appropriate (See
the above table) as male TEs were mostly agreed (80%) with the item “In my job, an
appropriate pension is paid.”
Work Condition:
According to work condition, generally both male and female TEs were less satisfied from
this aspect (see table 2). But to be more specific, with the statement “my job working days are
adequate.” 66% of female TEs were agreed, while 83% of male TEs were agreed (See the
below table).
Table 9: Level of satisfaction from work condition
Statements related to
satisfaction from Work
condition

Disagree
Male
TEs

Female
TEs

Tota
l

Undecided
Male &
Female
TEs

#

%

#

%

%

4

7

9

22

13

11

8

14

8

20

16

My job has all the facilities I need.

9
27

15
46

9
9

22
39

My jobs’ working hours are
satisfying.

14

24

18

44

In my job, working days are
adequate
My organization provides
comfortable working environment.
In my organization, working
environment is hygienic.

#

%

Agree
Male
TEs

Female
TEs
#

Total

#

%

%

%

11

49

83

27

66

76

15

15

44

75

25

61

69

18
36

19
21

19
21

36
18

61
31

27
25

66
61

63
43

32

6

6

41

69

21

51

62

20

I have sufficient time after work
days.

18

31

16

39

34

11

11

32

54

23

56

55

Interestingly, the findings revealed that twice as many female TEs (61%) agreed to the
statement “My job has all the facilities I need” compare to male TEs (31%).
As 32% of TEs were dissatisfied with their working hours, but over half of them (62%)
were satisfied with this point.
In response to the statement “I have sufficient time after work days.” 55% of TEs
showed their agreement; while 34% of them were disagree.

Relation of Personal Demographics with Job Satisfaction
The results of this section are categorized under these certain subheadings: gender factor, age
and years of experience, marital factor and work location so, the findings are as follow:
The findings based on gender represent slight differences on all aspects of job
satisfaction. These differences between male and female TEs are illustrated in Figure 1.

Job satisfaction based on gender
100
80
60
Male

40

Female

20
0
Job Itself

Supervision

Promotion

Colleagues

Salary

Work
condition

Figure 1: Job Satisfaction based on gender
Generally, male TEs were slightly more satisfied from all aspects of job than their female
counterparts. However, in promotion aspect female TEs were slightly more (67%) satisfied
than their male (60%) co-workers.

Age and Years of experience Factors
Studies have shown that age is an important factor related to satisfaction of employees. This
research has also made an attempt to clarify whether age affects job satisfaction or not. The
age of respondents was ranged into three categories. The first category of age (22-35)
included (74) respondents, the second category (36-55) consists of (22) respondents, while the
last category (56+) included the small number of respondents (4); as small number of
respondents in this category caused the findings not to be reported in the research. As (Figure
2) illustrates the younger TEs (22-35) were more satisfied in all aspects of job satisfaction
than their aged counterparts (36-55).
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Figure 2: Job satisfaction based on age groups
As level of education was another independent variables in this research, but because of small
number of respondents in the categories of MA (4) and PhD (0) degrees from three
categories; the findings about this part considered less reliable, so the results about the issue
are not reported.
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Figure 3: Job satisfaction based on years of experience
In this research, years of experience were another personal demographic which was ranged in
four orders from (1-10), (11-20), (21-30) and (31+), but due to small number of respondents
in the last two categories the results just focused on the first two categories (see Figure 3) and
the findings indicate negative correlation between years of experience and level of satisfaction
in term of supervision and salary. But the findings are not significant and it demands another
research over the issue.
Marital Factor
Marital status is one of personal demographic factors which is researched many times
regarding its effects on job satisfaction. The findings of this study confirmed that married TEs
were slightly less satisfied in all aspects than their single counterparts. Thus salary was one
of aspects which caused married respondents to be least satisfied with their job. Therefore
only 46% of married respondents replied their agreement with the statement “I am satisfied
with my income.” and 51% of them expressed their agreement with the statement “My
income is adequate for normal expanses.
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Figure 4: Job satisfaction based on age groups
Work location Factor
Work location was another independent variable in this research and contrary to expectations,
the findings of the research indicates that teacher educators from remote areas were less
satisfied with the work condition of their organization comparing of those who are teaching in
cities. Conversely, they were more satisfied with supervision aspects than those who are
teacher educators in cities.
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Figure 5: Job satisfaction based on location
Overall, the findings of the present study show that Afghan teacher educators are
satisfy in some aspects of their job (e.g. job itself) but in some other aspects not (e.g. salary
and work condition), so the next chapter further discusses these findings.
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DISCUSSION
As it was mentioned in literature review, job satisfaction has an important impact over
individual life; not only on the organizational level but also on individual’s personal life.

Teacher educators’ Job Satisfaction from different aspects
Considering the findings of this research, results support the idea that Afghan teacher
educators were satisfied from nature of their job like in other countries and they were very
enthusiastic about teaching and they felt proud about their image over society (see Table 3 &
4). These findings are similar to Koustelios, 2001; Oshagbemi 2003 and Abdullah, 2009
findings in Greece, UK and Malaysia, respectively. The reasons behind this point might be
hidden behind the religion in Afghanistan and the way society views this profession. Afghan
people view this profession as a spiritual and religious job. They strongly believe this quote
from forth caliph of Islam “The one who taught me one word is my Moula (Teacher)”
Teaching is highly valued profession in Afghan culture so the TEs are very much fond of
their job and this interest leads them to job satisfaction.
Job security is one of the factors which cause satisfaction. As based on Maslow’s theory
it comes at the second level of employee’s needs. Interestingly, Afghan teacher educators
were mostly satisfied with this aspect of their job (see Table 4) and the reason could be due to
difficulty of findings stable job in current situation of Afghanistan. The satisfaction level from
security of job may also increase by assumption that working in government is far better than
working for non-governmental organization because, the jobs are safe and to some extent
permanent. Likewise, the job guarantees a financially secure condition for employees even
after their retirement; whereas a certain amount of money will be paid for them as a pension.
The findings do not agree with the idea of Herzberg, as he categorized job security as a
hygiene factor which prevents from employees dissatisfaction; but the finding revealed this
aspect as a motivator among Afghan TEs.
The second aspect of job satisfaction is that Afghan TEs were most satisfied with was
relation with their colleagues (see Table 7). The findings of the present research resemble to
Oshagbemi (2003) and Zembylas and Papanastasiou (2006) researches which were conducted
among UK and Cyprus teachers. Besides that, although social relations and belongingness
were viewed in Maslow’s hierarchy needs theory in the third level and in Herzberg’s twofactor theory as a hygiene factor, but the results in this study show that social relations and
belongingness were more significant aspect among Afghan TEs. As the results of this study
have shown Afghan TEs were very satisfied with the relations they have with their
colleagues; different explanations could be addressed to this issue. One of them might be due
to Islamic rules. As the Holy Quran instruct Muslims “They speak that which is best (XVIII,
53)” or “And take counsel with them in the affair (III, 159).”Another explanation might be
based on culture. Whereas collectivist cultures in Asian countries such as Afghanistan, it is
highly preferred to be together with others. Besides, the third explanation related with the
issue, the good relation with colleagues which could be justified because lack of resources
such as books, scientific magazines and access of internet; that is why they were strongly rely
on their colleagues as resource and take their support and benefits from their information.
However, TEs were not as satisfied with their supervisors as their colleagues, results
shows that female TEs were less satisfied with supervision than their male colleagues (see
Table 5). This finding was in contrast with the results of Koustelios (2001) study, as he
concluded that Greek teachers were mostly satisfied with their supervisors. Furthermore, the
findings of Akhter and Iqbal (2012) which indicated that female teachers were more satisfied
from their supervision than their male co-workers is also in contradiction with the findings of
this research. To sum up, less satisfaction of female TEs could be due to the male-dominated
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society of Afghanistan and the great number of male supervisors in different organizations.
But, still it is hard to explain this issue and it requires further researches to reveal the way the
male and female workers are treated by their male supervisors in educational organizations of
this country.
Promotion is another important aspect of job satisfaction. But, this research found that
(see Table 6) some of the TEs were not very enthusiastic about this issue. The findings of the
present study did not support the results of Zembylas and Papanastasiou (2006) in which
promotion was one of the main sources of satisfaction among Cyprus teachers. So, to the best
of the researcher’s knowledge, all TTCs involved in this study were newly established
(mainly less than one decade) and according to the background information of respondents,
most of them were in young age and married people; so less motivation for progress and selfgrowth could be somehow compromise of TEs with the situation that the have. According to
my view, MoE should provide opportunity of promotion for their employees in their own
country and support them economically as well. As results show female TEs were slightly
more satisfied from promotion aspect of their job (see Figure 1) than their male colleagues,
this could be interpreted that women in Afghanistan after facing very difficult situation and
being banned from education and employment during Taliban regime, and establishing of the
different capacity building projects of the ruling government for women, plus creating
competitive environment for both genders in order to get the job since last decade cause
female teacher educators to be slightly more satisfied about their promotion opportunities.
Salary is the aspect in this study which is known as the least satisfied factor in job
satisfaction of Afghan TEs (see Table 8). The findings about this aspect are in agreement with
Koustelios (2001), Oshagbemi (2003) and Abdullah (2009). Thus, all of them agreed with the
idea that salary is one of the dissatisfaction factors among teachers of Greek, UK and
Malaysia. In contrast, study of Menon et al. (2008) as well as survey of US Department of
Education (1997) found that there was no strong relation with salary and job satisfaction
among Cyprus and American teachers. Surprisingly, the findings of this study support the
idea of Gawel (1997) about salary aspect as a strong motivator for teachers which was in
contrast with the classification of Herzberg’s motivation-hygiene factors. As the results show
least satisfaction from salary among male and female, single and married, young and aged
respondents and did not provide for their basic needs. Moreover, if the teacher educator
worries about his or her financial problems this could causer in his or her worse performance
and weak quality of teaching.
The findings show that almost half of the respondents were least satisfied with their
work condition (see Table 9), due to workload and lack of facilities which caused TEs to be
disappointed with. Prior studies (Koustelios, 2001; Liu and Ramsey, 2008 and Abdullah et al.,
2009) have noted that teachers were dissatisfied from work condition. As their most
complaints were from workload, lack of resources and from teaching out of their field of
study (see Table 3 & 9). Interestingly, these findings were totally similar with the findings of
the present research. However, Zembylas and Papanastasiou (2006) found that Cyprus
teachers were satisfied with this aspect of their job. The main reasons behind less satisfaction
of Afghan TEs from their work condition were working eight hours per day and lack of
facilities. Furthermore, based on researcher knowledge, due to shortage of pedagogy and
psychology teacher educators in TTCs of Afghanistan, TEs of the other fields are forced to
teach all subjects which are taught in department of pedagogy besides teaching on their own
field of study. Thus, this may lead them to poor performance and being less interested in their
duty. Less satisfaction from work condition might be due to job overloads causing teacher
educators not to be able to plan properly and evaluate students' projects in time. The stress
caused by the above mentioned reasons can effect negatively over TEs job satisfaction in a
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long term and it would be hard to be efficient and effective teacher educator without good
equipment.
To sum up, the present research reveals that mentioned theories in literature review
based on the same issue were not adoptable in Afghan educational context, because the
theories were formed based on western cultures and Afghan society differs from them. For
instance, the level of needs which classified by Maslow are different from what Afghan
teacher educators think. Likewise, some hygiene factors according to Herzberg’s’ two-factor
theory were known as a motivator factors among Afghan teacher educators (e.g. salary).

Relation of personal demographics with job satisfaction
According to the findings, the results of the section apart from work location were not
significant due to small numbers of teacher educators in most categories of respondents’
personal demographics and it suggests further research among large sample of teacher
educators with this issue.
In this research location as an independent variable has made a real difference among
Afghan TEs of the cities and remote areas (see Figure 5), which is in contradict with the
studies of Akhter and Iqbal (2012) and Abdullah et al. (2009). They did not detect any
evidence of relation between location/workplace and job satisfaction, but the present study
showed differences in two aspects of job satisfaction namely supervision and work condition
which support the result of survey from US Department of Education (1997) which found that
location has a great influence over job satisfaction. The differences over supervision aspect
among both cities and remote areas TEs, regarding to the researchers’ personal experience as
one of the teacher educators of Balkh TTC could be due to the following reasons:
Supervision in cities is to some point in a democratic way as the members of the
organization could give their opinions and involved in making decisions. Maybe, it causes the
members to be more demanding and less satisfied because they expect more from their
supervisors. However, the bureaucratic rigid type of supervision in remote areas caused the
members to obey whatever order their supervisors give. The researcher herself noticed this
type of system while collecting data from those remote area TTCs. But this interpretation is
not enough, and it needs further researches related to supervisory styles and job satisfaction of
TEs in educational organizations, also for providing new plans and strategies to improve this
aspect.
In the present study, teacher educators also showed some different level of satisfaction
based on their personal demographics (marital status and years of experience), as well as
location of their organization.
Although Koustelios (2001), in his research among Greek teachers did not find any
relation between marital status and job satisfaction, but in the present study salary was the
only aspect which acquired the high level of satisfaction among single TEs. Married TEs less
satisfaction from salary aspect than their single counterparts was not an interesting finding for
the researcher, because considering the living condition in Afghanistan recommended such
results (see Figure 4). Coupled with, bad economic status and high level of expenses, lack of
health insurance policy for teachers, and no bonus leads to dissatisfaction of married teachers.
Besides, the slightly less satisfaction level of married teacher educators from job itself
and promotion might be due to having extra responsibilities toward their family. Certainly all
married teacher educators have to maintain balance between their personal and professional
life, this condition itself generates a lot of stress in current situation of Afghanistan. Likewise,
married TEs may sacrifice their promotion opportunities for being a (wife, husband, mother
or father) and this surely leads them to be less satisfied from promotion aspect. It is essential
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to add, the result about marital status are not very significant because of the small number of
single respondents (n=28) than their married counterparts (n=72) involved in the research.
It should be pointed out here that, those teacher educators who taught for a long time
were slightly less satisfied from their all aspects of job than those who were new in this
profession (see Figure 3). Koustelios (2001) findings support this idea that years of
experience could be a predictor for satisfaction from job among sample of Greek teachers.
However, the results of the present study is in contrast with Nestor and Leary (2000) who
found an increasing amount of job satisfaction among those American teachers who have
taught for many years. The satisfaction of these young TEs seems to be quite reasonable
because young TEs are very enthusiastic and passionate about building their carrier and they
apply their whole potential for their professional growth in the early stages of their career.
While, the reason behind less satisfaction of experienced TEs could be the life events that
they face at this stage of their life. Probably, the personal responsibilities and problems of
their life make them disappointed with their profession.
According to work location, the satisfaction among city TEs and dissatisfaction among
their remote area counterparts from work condition is possibly due to the inequalities between
these two parts(see Figure 5). Regarding the researcher’s observation, central TTCs had better
conditions than remote areas; as they had standard classrooms, not very useful library, and
small publishing centre, separate rooms for each department, washrooms, masjid (mosque)
and kitchen. However, the situation were totally different in remote areas, the TTCs over
there were built in an outlying place with small classes, one staff room for both male and
female TEs, without any other facilities. The researcher assumes, the above mentioned
problems were mostly because of remote areas were not treated equally or fairly by ministry
of education.
In fact, this would be much better if the MoE allocates some budget according to the
needs of the areas, because this helps the TTCs to improve equally.
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CONCLUSION
The present study is about teacher educators’ job satisfaction which was conducted in four
teacher training colleges in northern Afghanistan.
The most obvious findings to emerge from this study are that Afghan teacher educators
are mostly satisfied from two aspect of job satisfaction namely job itself and the relation they
share with their colleagues. However, they are dissatisfied with salary aspect and work
condition.
Furthermore, they are less satisfied from the supervision and chances of promotions.
The study also revealed that gender does not make any significant difference on job
satisfaction level of Afghan teacher educators, while work location is a predictor for
satisfaction from supervision and work condition in cities and remote areas.
This study is not without limitations, as it was done in small sample of teacher
educators so it is difficult to generalize it into other TTCs across the country. Therefore,
further investigation is needed to verify the issue. In accordance with the reliability of the
research it is also suggested further studies based on follow-up interview because details were
not explained by questionnaire.
In spite of above limitations, this research is unique and valuable cause of being the first
attempt toward understanding about six aspects of job satisfaction of teacher educators in
TTCs of Afghanistan and it somehow could help the MoE to acknowledge the factors of
teacher educators’ job satisfaction and dissatisfaction in order to make better plans and
strategies for improving the quality of education and teaching as well as keep teacher
educators happy and motivated.
All in all, according to the findings of the present study, recommendations are added by
the researcher as below:
- Teacher educators should be support financially and intellectually by providing the
necessary requirements because this helps them to guarantee their job satisfaction
level and it expand the quality of their work as well as it could affect directly over
their attitude toward this profession and finally it is effective to the society.
- As job satisfaction is a new concept in Afghan educational context so the research
on job satisfaction must also be studied by further studies based on related issues
such as students’ achievements, productivity, turnover, absenteeism, job stress,
leadership style and mental health.
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ANNEXES
Annex. 1. Teacher Job Satisfaction Questionnaire
JOB SATISFACTION QUESTIONNAIRE
This questionnaire is designed to be answered by teachers of four Teacher Training Colleges
(Balkh, Samangan, Jawzjan and Sar-e-pul) in north of Afghanistan, in order to provide
information about teachers’ job satisfaction for a survey study of a Master degree thesis. It
follows academic goals and has been written only for that purpose.
Please add your personal information in box below:
Personal information
Gender:
□Male □Female
Age: _______ ( in years)
Marital Status:
□Single □Married

Educational Background : □Bachelor
Field of Study: □Science
□ Math
Language
Years of Experience:
________________ ( in years)

□ Master

□ Doctor

□ Social Science □

Name of TTC: _________________________________________

Please respond honestly to the following list of items, tick ( ) in circles that are best
describe how you feel about each aspect of your job.
Remember that there are no correct or wrong answers (what matters is your
opinion).
Key words:
Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Undecided (Neither disagree and nor agree), Agree,
Strongly Agree
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Strongly agree

Agree

Neither Agree and
Nor Disagree

Disagree

Job Satisfaction Questionnaire

Strongly disagree

No.

Job in general:
1. I enjoy doing my job.
2. I feel my job needs creativity
3. Sometimes I get bored doing my job.
4. My job seems routine to me.
5. I often feel overloaded in my job.
6. In my society, teaching is a valued and respectable
profession.
7. I well aware of my job.
8. I find my job a secure future.
9. I really think my job is significant and useful.
10. My job tires me a lot, so I don’t have the energy to
attend my family and friends
11. I look forward to going to my work after weekends.
12. I sometimes feel I waste my time doing this job.
13. I am teaching in my own field of study.
Supervision:
14. My supervisor is tactful and apt person.
15. My supervisor treats everyone fairly.
16. I could easily approach my supervisor when needed.
17. My supervisor never listens to suggestions.
18. My supervisor is kind and supportive.
19. My supervisor has a bossy nature; he always tells me
what to do.
20. My supervisor always makes fair decisions and he is
impartial.
21. My supervisor makes me aware from the results of my
job.
Opportunity for Promotion:
22. My job provides me chances for promotion.
23. In my organization, the opportunities for promotion are
fair for all employees.
24. There is no opportunity to learn new skills in teaching.
25. There are specific rules to uplift abilities and selfgrowth in my organization.
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26.
27.
28.
29.

Advanced and additional training is limited in my job.
My job can utilize properly my talent and skills.
In my organization, the promotion is based on abilities.
.In my organization, the promotion is applied by having
relations not by rules and criterion.
30. In my organization, promotion of employees are based
on arbitrary choices than capabilities.
Colleagues:
31. My colleagues are friendly.
32. I dislike my colleagues.
33. My colleagues are persuasive; they always pursued me
to my best.
34. My colleagues are critical and they hurt each other
easily.
35. I have always been supported by my colleagues.
36. I find my colleagues lazy.
37. I can’t exchange my experiences with my colleagues
due to lack of time.
Salary and Bouns:
38. I am satisfied with my income.
39. In my job, an appropriate pension will be paid.
40. My income is adequate for normal expenses.
41. The payment for extra work is adequate and it is paid
in my organization.
42. In my organization, employees are given rewards for
their good works.
Work environment:
43. In my job, working days are adequate.
44. My organization provides comfortable working
environment.
45. Working environment in my organization is worst.
46. In my organization, working environment is hygienic.
47. My job has all the facilities I need.
48. In my organization, all administration equipment and
requirements are available.
49. My jobs’ working hours are satisfying.
50. Physical surroundings in my working environment are
unpleasant.
51. I have sufficient time after work days.
52. My job gives me the freedom to do the things the way
I like.

Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire!
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)Annex.2. Teacher Job satisfaction Questionnaire (Dari Version
پرسشنامه تحقیقی
این پرسشنامه با هدف آموزشی (انجام تحقیق تیزس ماستری) آماده شده ،تا توسط استادان موسسات عالی تربیه معلم والیات زون
شمال افغانستان (بلخ ،سمنگان ،جوزجان و سرپل) پاسخ داده شود و اطالعاتی را در مورد رضایت از شغل بدست دهد.
لطفا ً مشخصات فردی خود را در جدول زیر نشانی کنید:
الف :مشخصات فردی
جنس:

□

درجه تحصیلی:

□

زن

مرد
سن:
___________

□

مجرد

لیسانس

رشته تحصیلی:

□

حالت مدنی:

□

□

□

ماستر

□

دکتر

متاهل

□

ریاضیات

□ السنه □

ساینس
تجربه کاری :
_________________ ( به سال)

علوم اجتماعی

□

دیگر________ :

نام موسسه _____________________________________________ :
لطفا ً لست جمالت زیر را به دقت مطالعه نموده و مناسبترین گزینه را که با احساس شما در مورد هر یک از جنبه های شغل
تان همخوانی دارد با عالمت )  (نشانی کنید.
به یاد داشته باشید که جواب درست و غلط وجود ندارد آنچه با ارزش است طرز دید شماست!

کلید ها:
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کامالً مخالفم ،مخالفم ،نظری ندارم (نه مخالفم و نه هم موافقم)  ،موافقم  ،کامالً موافقم

کامال مخالفم

5.

اکثراً احساس میکنم که کار های زیاد و سنگین روی دوش من است.

6.

در جامعه من ،معلمی یک شغل محترمانه و ارزشمند تلقی میشود.

7.

وظیفه ام برای من کامالً روشن و مشخص است.

8.

من می توانم با شغلم برای سال های آینده برنامه ریزی کنم.

9.

من واقعا ً فکر می کنم که شغلم مفید و ارزشمند است.
شغل ام بسیار خسته ام می سازد ،طوریکه برای بودن در کنار خانواده و دوستان انرژی
نمی گذارد.

10.
11.

من مشتاقانه در انتظار رفتن به وظیفه پس از تعطیالت آخر هفته هستم.

12.

بعضی اوقات احساس میکنم که با ماندن دراین شغل ،فقط عمرم را هدر میدهم.

13.

از من در رشته تحصیلی خودم استفاده می شود.

14.

شغلم این آزادی را به من میدهد که کار را به شیوه ایی که دوست دارم انجام بدهم.

رییس شما:
رییس من فرد شایسته و کاردان است.

15.
16.

رییس من با همه اعضا رفتار یکسان و عادالنه دارد.
رییس من در موقع مورد نیاز ،به آسانی در دسترس است.

17.
18.
19.

رییس من هرگز به پیشنهادات گوش نمی دهد.
رییس من فرد مهربان و حمایت کننده است.
رییس من طبیعت متمایل به ریاست مابی(ارباب منشانه) دارد ،او همیشه به من می گوید چه
باید بکنم.
رییس من همیشه تصامیم عادالنه اخذ می کند و یک شخص بی طرف است.

20.
21.
22.

رییس ام ،من را از نتایج کارم با خبر می سازد.

ارتقا:
شغلم فرصت های پیشرفت را برایم فراهم می کند.

23.
24.

در موسسۀ من ،فرصت های ارتقا برای همه اعضا وجود دارد.
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مخالفم

4.

به نظرم معلمی یک شغل معمولی و یکنواخت است.

موافقم

3.

بعضی اوقات من از شغل ام خسته می شوم.

کامال موافقم

شغل شما:
من از انجام شغل معلمی لذت می برم.
1.
من احساس می کنم شغلم نیاز به تغییر و نوآوری دارد.
2.

نظری ندارم( نه مخالف و نه موافق)

شماره

پرسشنامه رضایت شغلی

شماره

کامال مخالفم

27.

در شغلم از استعداد ها و مهارت هایم به درستی بهره برداری میشود.

28.

در موسسۀ من ،ارتقا بر اساس رابطه ها است نه اصول و ضابطه ها.

29.

آموزش های پیشرفته و برنامه های اضافه در شغلم بسیار اندک است.

30.

در موسسۀ من ،ارتقای اعضا بر اساس توانایی های ایشان است.

همکاران شما
همکاران من افراد خوب و صمیمی هستند.
31.
همکارانم تشویق کننده هستند؛ آنها همیشه مرا تشویق میکنند تا کارم را به بهترین وجه
32.
ممکن انجام بدهم.

33.

من همکارانم را دوست ندارم.

34.

همکاران من افراد منتقدی هستند و با انتقاد کردن از هم به آسانی یکدیگر را آزرده می
سازند.
همکارانم همواره از من حمایت می کنند.

35.
36.
37.

همکارانم افراد کم کار و تنبلی هستند.
بدلیل کمبود وقت من نمی توانم با همکارانم در مورد تجارب مان تبادل نظر کنم.

معاش و مزایا:
من از مقدار معاش یا دستمزدی که اخذ میکنم ،راضی هستم.
38.
مقدار معاش که اخذ میکنم برای مصارف معمولی ام کافی است.

39.
40.
41.
42.

در موسسۀ من ،حق الزحمه ی عادالنه برای اضافه کاری ها پرداخت می شود.
در موسسۀ من ،در برابر کارهای خوب اعضا پاداش داده می شود.
در موسسۀ من برای اعضای متقاعد ،معاش تقاعدی مناسبی پرداخت می شود.

شرایط و محیط کار:

43.

در موسسه من ،تعداد روزهای کاری مناسب است.

44.
45.

محیط کاری مطلوب و مناسب در موسسه من فراهم است.
محیط کاری در موسسه من بدتر از همه موسسات است.

46.

محیط کارم نظیف و بهداشتی است.

47.

محیط کارم دارای همه سهولت های است که بدان نیاز دارم.

48.

در موسسه من همه تجهیزات اداری و مورد نیاز در دسترس است.

49.
50.

تعداد ساعات کاری رضایت بخش است.
من وقت کافی بعد از کارم دارم.
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مخالفم

در موسسۀ من ،اصول و قواعد مشخصی برای ارتقا و رشد شخصی وجود دارد.

موافقم

25.
26.

کامال موافقم

در موسسۀ من ،هیچ فرصتی برای آموزش مهارتهای جدید در بخش تدریس وجود ندارد.

نظری ندارم( نه مخالف و نه
موافق)

پرسشنامه رضایت شغلی

!از اینکه وقت گذاشتید و این پرسشنامه را تکمیل کردید از شما متشکرم
Annex.3. Cover letter in English language
Dear Teacher Educator,
The present questionnaire which you are going to fill is a part of the last assignment of
Teacher Educator Masters’ Program (TEMP2) that has been provided by Karlstad University
of Sweden for Afghan teacher educators. This questionnaire is aimed to find out the views of
teacher educators from north zone of Afghanistan about different aspects of their job.
Therefore, filling this questionnaire which will take just 15-20 minutes not only helps me in
my research but also it would be a significant contribution to the Ministry of Education in our
country. I would appreciate your cooperation in advance.
Generally, the questionnaire has two main parts: The first part is about your background
information such as (age, gender, marital status, education level, years of experience and your
field of study). Let me assure you that all the information of this questionnaire will be kept
secret. The second part includes 52 short sentences along with 5 options of agreement and
disagreement that must be tick on circles according to your point of views
Your honesty will certainly increase the authenticity of this research.
With Regards,
Beheshta Alemi
Teacher Educator of Balkh TTC

Annex.4. Cover letter in Dari language
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Annex.5. Letter of Permission from Ministry of Education in Dari
Language
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Annex. 6. Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire (MSQ)
Short Form (20 Items) of Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire (MSQ),
The 20 MSQ-short version items are rated on a 5-point Likert scale
(1 “very dissatisfied with this aspect of my job”, 2 “dissatisfied with this aspect of my job”,
3“can’t decide if I’m satisfied or dissatisfied with this aspect of my job”, 4 “satisfied with
this aspect of my job” and 5 “very satisfied with this aspect of my job”).

1. Being able to keep busy all the time.
2. The chance to work alone on the job.
3. The chance to do different things from time to time.
4. The chance to be “somebody” in the community.
5. The way my boss handles his/her workers.
6. The competence of my supervisor in making decisions.
7. Being able to do things that don’t go against my conscience.
8. The way my job provides for steady employment.
9. The chance to do things for other people.
10. The chance to tell people what to do.
11. The chance to do something that makes use of my abilities.
12. The way company policies are put into practice.
13. My pay and the amount of work I do.
14. The chances for advancement on this job.
15. The freedom to use my own judgment.
16. The chance to try my own methods of doing the job.
17. The working conditions.
18. The way my co-workers get along with each other.
19. The praise I get for doing a good job.
20. The feeling of accomplishment I get from the job.
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Annex. 7. JOB SATISFACTION SURVEY (JSS)
JOB SATISFACTION SURVEY
Paul E. Spector
Department of Psychology
University of SouthFlorida

PLEASE CIRCLE THE ONE NUMBER FOR EACH
QUESTION THAT COMES CLOSEST TO REFLECTING
YOUR OPINION
ABOUT IT.

Disagree very much
Disagree moderately
Disagree slightly
Agree slightly
Agree moderately
Agree very much

Copyright Paul E. Spector 1994, All rights reserved.

1

I feel I am being paid a fair amount for the work I do.

1

2

3 4

5

6

2

There is really too little chance for promotion on my job.

1

2

3 4

5

6

3

My supervisor is quite competent in doing his/her job.

1

2

3

4 5

6

4

I am not satisfied with the benefits I receive.

1

2

3 4

5

When I do a good job, I receive the recognition for it that I should receive.

1

2

3

6

Many of our rules and procedures make doing a good job difficult.

1

2

3 4

7

I like the people I work with.

1

2

3

`8

I sometimes feel my job is meaningless.

1

2

3 4

9

Communications seem good within this organization.

1

2

3

10

Raises are too few and far between.

1

2

3 4

11

Those who do well on the job stand a fair chance of being promoted.

1

2

3

12

My supervisor is unfair to me.

1

2

3 4

13

The benefits we receive are as good as most other organizations offer.

1

2

3

14

I do not feel that the work I do is appreciated.

1

2

3 4

15

My efforts to do a good job are seldom blocked by red tape.

1

2

3

16

I find I have to work harder at my job because of the incompetence of people I
work with.

1

2

3 4

17

I like doing the things I do at work.

1

2

3

18

The goals of this organization are not clear to me.

1

2

3 4

5

6

4 5

6

5

6

4 5

6

5

6

4 5

6

5

6

4 5

6

5

6

4 5

6

5

6

4 5

6

5

6

4 5

6

5

6
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Copyright Paul E. Spector 1994, All rights reserved.
I feel unappreciated by the organization when I think about what they pay me.

20

Disagree very mcuh
Disagree moderately
Disagree slightly
Agree slightly
Agree moderately
Agree very much

PLEASE CIRCLE THE ONE NUMBER FOR EACH
QUESTION THAT COMES CLOSEST TO REFLECTING
YOUR OPINION
ABOUT IT.

1

2

3 4

5

6

People get ahead as fast here as they do in other places.

1

2

3

4 5

6

21

My supervisor shows too little interest in the feelings of subordinates.

1

2

3 4

22

The benefit package we have is equitable.

1

2

3

23

There are few rewards for those who work here.

1

2

3 4

5

6

24

I have too much to do at work.

1

2

3 4

5

6

25

I enjoy my coworkers.

1

2

3

4 5

6

26

I often feel that I do not know what is going on with the organization.

1

2

3 4

27

I feel a sense of pride in doing my job.

1

2

28

I feel satisfied with my chances for salary increases.

1

29

There are benefits we do not have which we should have.

30

5

6

4 5

6

5

6

3

4 5

6

2

3

4 5

6

1

2

3 4

I like my supervisor.

1

2

3

31

I have too much paperwork.

1

2

3 4

5

6

32

I don't feel my efforts are rewarded the way they should be.

1

2

3 4

5

6

33

I am satisfied with my chances for promotion.

1

2

3

4 5

6

34

There is too much bickering and fighting at work.

1

2

3 4

35

My job is enjoyable.

1

2

3

36

Work assignments are not fully explained.

1

2

3 4

5

6

4 5

6

5

6

4 5

6

5

6
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Annex.8. THE JOB DESCRIPTIVE INDEX (JDI)
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